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Abstract
This paper presents the design and outcomes of the CHiME-3 challenge, the first
open speech recognition evaluation designed to target the increasingly relevant
multichannel, mobile-device speech recognition scenario. The paper serves two
purposes. First, it provides a definitive reference for the challenge, including
full descriptions of the task design, data capture and baseline systems along
with a description and evaluation of the 26 systems that were submitted. The
best systems re-engineered every stage of the baseline resulting in reductions in
word error rate from 33.4% to as low as 5.8%. By comparing across systems,
techniques that are essential for strong performance are identified. Second, the
paper considers the problem of drawing conclusions from evaluations that use
speech directly recorded in noisy environments. The degree of challenge presented by the resulting material is hard to control and hard to fully characterise.
We attempt to dissect the various ‘axes of difficulty’ by correlating various estimated signal properties with typical system performance on a per session and
per utterance basis. We find strong evidence of a dependence on signal-to-noise
ratio and channel quality. Systems are less sensitive to variations in the degree
of speaker motion. The paper concludes by discussing the outcomes of CHiME-3
in relation to the design of future mobile speech recognition evaluations.
Keywords: Noise-robust ASR, microphone array, ‘CHiME’ challenge

1. Introduction
The performance of automatic speech recognition (ASR) has been steadily
improving over a period of more than forty years. Progress has been driven by
the regular publication of standard speech recognition datasets around which
evaluation campaigns have been organised. Designing effective evaluations is a
challenge in its own right as many criteria need to be satisfied: tasks need to be
compact so that evaluation is efficient; tasks need to be sufficiently realistic that
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they are not open to ‘toy’ solutions; and, ideally, tasks need to capture some
unsolved or untested part of some real ASR scenario. The need for evaluations
to keep up with the rapidly advancing technology has led to a rapid evolution
in evaluation task design.
Over the last twenty years, noise-robustness has become the main focus of
ASR evaluation. The most influential early noise-robust evaluations, (e.g. Aurora 2 (Hirsch and Pearce, 2000) and Aurora 4 (Parihar et al., 2004)) have employed artificial mixing to control the signal to noise ratio (SNR). These tasks
provide extremely challenging SNRs but are unsuitable for testing the current
state-of-the-art technology in a number of respects: they employ instantaneous
speech and noise mixtures that do not capture the channel variability of real
acoustic mixing; the maskers are taken from short segments of a noise sample
that does not capture the variability of everyday sounds; the utterances are
provided in isolation with no opportunity to model the noise context.
More recent evaluations have attempted to carefully capture the acoustics of
real applications. These have typically focussed on genuine distant microphone
speech recognition scenarios but ones that feature relatively benign environments where high SNRs can be expected, e.g., meeting rooms (Renals et al.,
2008; RWCP, 2001) and lecture halls (Mostefa et al., 2007). These evaluations
have featured multichannel signal recordings and have led to the development
of highly effective microphone array processing strategies that can be used as
part of the speech recognition tool chain.
The need for a new style of evaluation has now emerged. Recently, the infrastructure necessary for performing computation remotely, ‘in the cloud,’ has
opened the door for truly ubiquitous speech recognition: remote recognition can
be performed on signals captured by cheap domestic appliances and mobile devices. This has led to a growing demand for effective distant microphone speech
recognition technology capable of working reliably in uncontrolled, everyday
environments. For example, target applications now include speech-driven interfaces for entertainment systems and personal digital assistants; speech recognition on mobile devices that are expected to work equally well both indoors
and outdoors and regardless of the proximity of competing sound sources; social
robotics with speech-driven human-robot communication that can function at
distances that are comfortable for inter-personal communication.
There have been very few evaluations suitable for measuring performance in
modern ubiquitous speech recognition scenarios. In particular, mobile speech
recognition features many novel sources of difficulty: microphone arrays that
are no longer fixed relative to the environment or the speaker; a wide variety of acoustic environments with characteristics that can evolve over multiple
timescales; moving sound sources that can be hard to cancel using microphone
array processing; an increased chance of channel interference or intermittent failure (e.g., clipping or drop-out); a broader range of speaking styles, from quiet
near-whispered speech in locations where talkers worry about being overhead,
to stressed speech or Lombard-style speech in very noisy environments where
talkers struggle to communicate.
This paper presents the design and outcomes of the CHiME-3 challenge,
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an evaluation that specifically targets mobile speech recognition. The CHiME3 scenario concerns speech recognition being performed with a multi-channel,
mobile tablet computing device being used in noisy, everyday environments.
Like the previous CHiME-1 (Barker et al., 2013) and CHiME-2 (Vincent et al.,
2013a,b) challenges, CHiME-3 maintains a focus on the problems presented by
real noise environments containing multiple unknown sound sources, however,
whereas the previous CHiME challenges employed artificially mixed speech and
noise, CHiME-3 advances the level of realism by capturing speech data directly
in the noisy setting.
One of the difficulties of building evaluations using realistic data is that there
is no longer a single, well-controlled axis of difficulty such as SNR or degree of
reverberation. Instead, the intrinsic difficulty of recognising an utterance is
contingent on many factors, most of which are impossible to control and hard
to estimate. This paper attempts to characterise the signals in terms of some of
these factors, and then – by analysing the performance of the systems submitted
to the challenge – to measure which factors have the greatest impact on ASR
performance. By reaching a better understanding of what makes real-world
recognition tasks difficult, we can better prioritise future research directions
and better understand how to design future evaluations.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 will describe
the CHiME-3 datasets and recognition task design. Section 3 will describe techniques for characterising the talkers and noise environments with a focus on
factors that may be useful in predicting the achievable recognition performance.
Section 4 will provide a brief review of the systems submitted to the challenge,
with a focus on techniques for dealing with the dimensions of difficulty identified
in Section 3. Section 5 presents an extended analysis of the performance of the
submitted systems. We extend the presentation made in Barker et al. (2015) by
re-evaluating systems on refined subsets of the data and analysing patterns of
performance with respect to the characteristics of the data presented in Section
3. The paper concludes with a general discussion in which we draw implications for future distant microphone ASR research and for the design of future
evaluations.
2. An overview of the CHiME-3 datasets and task
The CHiME-3 challenge has considered speech recognition on a multimicrophone tablet device being used in noisy everyday environments. The ASR
task is based on the speaker-independent, medium (5k) vocabulary subset of
the Wall Street Journal (WSJ0) corpus (Garofalo et al., 2007). Two types of
data have been provided: real data, i.e., speech that has been recorded directly
in the noisy environment, and simulated data, i.e., noisy utterances that have
been created by mixing clean speech with background noise.
2.1. The CHiME-3 datasets
Data is divided into three sets: training, development and test. Each set
consists of utterances recorded from four different native US speakers (2 male
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and 2 female). Each speaker is recorded in four separate noise environments
and in an acoustic booth. For the training data, for each speaker-environment
combination, 100 sentences are sampled (without replacement) from the 7138
sentences of the official WSJ0 training set, i.e., leading to the recording of
1600 (4 × 4 × 100) unique utterances in total. A further 7138 simulated noisy
training utterances were constructed by mixing the original WSJ0 training set
with CHiME backgrounds. To construct development (dev) and test sets, the
official WSJ0 410 dev and 330 test sentences were split into four subsets and
in each environment, each subset was read by a different speaker, resulting in
1320 (330 × 4) test utterances and 1640 (410 × 4) development utterances (see
Table 1) An equivalent set of noisy test and development utterances were made
using simulated mixing. Performance of systems on the simulated test data is
reported in Barker et al. (2015) but is not discussed further in this paper.
2.2. Data Capture
A Samsung Galaxy tablet computer was used to deliver prompts from the
Wall Street Journal. The tablet was fitted into a custom-made frame that
was designed to be held in landscape orientation and which allowed six Audiotechnica ATR3350 omnidirectional lavalier electret microphones to be fitted
around the device: three along the top edge and three along the bottom edge.
Microphones all faced forward expect for the top-central microphone which was
mounted facing to the rear of the device (see Fig. 1). It was considered that
participants may be able to use the rear facing microphone (facing away from
the talker) in order to better estimate the noise background, e.g., for background
subtraction or spectro-temporal mask estimation.
Recordings were made using a pair of battery-powered TASCAM DR-680
digital 6-track recorders. One unit captured the six channels from the tablet,
sample-synchronously. The second unit was used to record the signal from a
Beyerdynamic condenser headset close-talking microphone (CTM) worn by the
talker. The units were daisy-chained together so that they could be started
and stopped through a common interface. There was a variable delay of up to
around 20 ms between the two units. All signals were recorded at 48 kHz in 16
bit resolution and signals were later downsampled to 16 kHz for distribution.
For each talker, an initial block of 100 utterances was recorded in an IAC
single-walled acoustically-isolated booth. This provided some opportunity for
talkers to practice the task without distraction. Subsequently, each of the 4
pre-selected recording locations was visited in turn. Within each recording session, the tablet delivered a prompt which the talker then read. Talkers were
instructed to re-read sentences if they made mistakes or if there had been significant disfluencies. Some speakers required several attempts in order to produce
satisfactory utterances. After each utterance the talker advanced to the next
prompt. After each 10 utterances the interface encouraged them to make some
change to their posture, e.g., rotating in their chair, or moving the tablet from
being held to resting on a table, etc.
After recording, all the utterances were hand-endpointed. The correct rendition of each utterance was selected. Transcribers then listened to each utter4
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Figure 1: A schematic of the CHiME-4 recording device showing the microphone array geometry. All microphones face forward except for microphone 2. The microphones surround a
tablet computer which is used to present each WSJ sentence to the reader.

ance and compared it to the prompt text. Where inadvertent reading errors
had been made, the transcripts were edited to match what had actually been
spoken–usually simple word transpositions or isolated word insertions/deletions.
These errors occurred in 59 of the 4560 total utterances recorded.
In addition to the utterance recordings, separate background noise recordings
were made for each environment. For each environment, four new locations were
selected and 30 minutes of data was recorded at each, resulting in 8 hours of
background in total. During the recordings, the tablet was held as if it were
being used but no utterances were spoken.
2.3. Task design
The task was to build a speech recognition system designed to accept the
six channel tablet recordings as input. Systems were to be scored and ranked
according to their average WER measured over the 1320 utterance test set.
For training, participants were required to use only the 1600 utterances of
real data and the 7138 simulated noisy utterances. The simulated noisy training
data did not capture all effects of real speech-in-noise, however, participants were
free to produce their own simulations if they so wished. The only constraint was
that remixing kept the same association between the WSJ utterances and the
segment of background noise that was used in the baseline simulation. Similarly,
no artificial constraint was placed on the language model: any language model
was allowed as long as it was trained using only the official WSJ language model
training data.
5

Table 1: Overview of the utterances in the CHiME-3 dataset counting unique setences,
speaker, environments and utterances in each partition.

Train (Real)
Train (Sim)
Dev
Test

Sentences
1600
7138
410
330

Speakers
4
83
4
4

Env.
4
4
4
4

Utterances
1600
7138
1640
1320

For testing, endpointed and segmented utterances were provided. In addition, participants were provided with the continuous recordings from which the
test utterances had been extracted, and with annotated endpoints. They were
allowed to use this data to examine the audio context prior to the utterance.
They were told that they could use at most 5 seconds of context.
Participants were allowed to make use of the speaker ID but not the sound
environment label. The development test data was released along with the training data but the final test set was recorded later and released shortly prior to the
submission deadline. Participants were told that they should tune only on the
development data and use the same system settings when running evaluations
on the final test data.
2.4. Baseline System
A baseline system was provided composed of three components: training
data simulation; multichannel speech enhancement and a speech recognition
backend.
2.4.1. Simulation
The simulated training data was constructed by using time-varying impulse
responses to add utterances from the WSJ0 corpus into the 6-channel CHiME
background recordings in a manner that attempted to match the microphone responses, signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) and effects of speaker movement observed
in the real recordings.
The SNR at each microphone was estimated by considering the close talking
microphone to be clean, and then computing an STFT-domain impulse response
(IR) between the close-talking microphone and each tablet microphone. The
STFT IR was estimated in the least-squares sense in each frequency bin for a
250 ms block of frames. The STFT employed half-overlapping sine windows of
256 samples.
Motion was simulated using a time-varying filter modelling direct sound between the speaker and the microphones. This was estimated by tracking the
spatial position of the speaker from peaks in the non-linear Steered Response
Power with the Phase Transform (SRP-PHAT) pseudo-spectrum (Loesch and
Yang, 2010; DiBiase et al., 2001). Utterances from the WSJ training set are then
convolved with a microphone equalisation filter, and then with a time-varying
motion filter estimated from a CHiME training data recording of similar length
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and from the same environment as the target background. The microphone
equalisation filters were constructed from the ratio of the average power spectrum of the booth data for each channel and the average power spectrum of the
WSJ training data.
2.4.2. Enhancement
The baseline system provided an enhancement component that could take
the 6-channel recordings and convert them into an enhanced single-channel output suitable for input into the ASR component. The speech signal is estimated
using time-varying minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamforming with diagonal loading (Mestre and Lagunas, 2003). This requires the
time-varying estimate of speaker location described in the previous section and
a multichannel noise covariance matrix which was estimated from 400 ms to
800 ms of context prior to the start of the utterance. The decision was taken
not to use the full 5 seconds of context allowed by the CHiME-3 rules in order
to avoid capturing the end of the previous utterance in the recording session.
2.4.3. Speech recognition
The baseline speech recognition system was built using Kaldi (Povey et al.,
2011). The system is based on the Kaldi DNN-system recipe for Track 2 of
the 2nd CHiME challenge (Barker et al., 2013; Vincent et al., 2013a). Feature vectors are constructed from concatenating 7 frames of 13 dimensional
Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) then compressing to 40 dimensions using LDA with one of 2500 tied tri-phone HMM states as the class. The
deep neural network (DNN) has 7 layers, each with 2048 units and it employs
5 frames of left and right context in the input frame (i.e., 11 × 40 = 440 units).
It is trained using standard restricted Boltzmann machine pre-training, cross
entropy training and sequence discriminative training using the state-level minimum Bayes’ risk criterion (Veselý et al., 2013).
3. Characterising the CHiME-3 audio
Characterising the difficulty of a naturally recorded speech-in-noise ASR task
is problematic. In traditional robust speech recognition evaluations, using simulated mixing, an arbitrary gain can be used to set the SNR independently of the
level of the masking noise. Although unnatural, this makes it easy to control the
level of difficulty and it allows system performance to be conveniently presented
as a function of SNR. This tradition has led to SNR becoming the main metric
that is reported alongside WERs as a single dimensional proxy for difficulty.
However, when considering speech in real environments, SNR alone is likely to
be a less useful measure. The variability of SNR between environments is likely
to be less important than other factors, e.g., the spectro-temporal properties of
the noise, the behaviour of the speaker in the environment, etc.
In this section we attempt to measure some of the properties of the CHiME-3
signals that might influence the difficulty of the recognition task. This includes
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properties of the recording environments (Section 3.1), properties of the recording channels (Section 3.2), properties of the talkers (Section 3.3) and finally
interactions between the speech and environmental noise (Section 3.4). In Section 5, signal properties will be correlated with system word-error rates in order
to gain some understanding of the factors which have greatest impact on system
performance.
3.1. Characterising the CHiME-3 environments
Four diverse recording environments were selected: bus, café, street and
pedestrian area. Each was considered to be a situation in which a mobile tablet
device might be used, but in which there would also typically be sustained high
levels of background noise of a complex multi-source nature. The environments
can be broadly described as follows.
• Bus (BUS) – Travelling on bus routes through the city centre. Recordings
were made on single and double-decker buses, on a variety of bus routes,
with the talker located on either deck and at various positions. The talker
was always seated with the tablet being held over her/his lap. Major
sound sources include speech from fellow passengers, engine noise, rattling
from windows and bus fittings. There was often a considerable degree of
vibration and shaking caused by uneven road surfaces.
• Café (CAF) – Commercial cafés on the University campus and in the city
centre. The talker was seated at a table and the tablet was either held or
rested on a table top. Major sources of background noise included speech
babble, music and noise from kitchens and espresso machines. Tables were
selected that provided a high noise level, but in locations that would avoid
the intelligible capture of individual conversations of other customers.
• Pedestrian (PED) – Large pedestrian areas. These were selected to be
busy pedestrian areas away from traffic noise. They included a mixture
of outdoor areas (e.g., pedestrianised shopping zones, recreational areas)
and large reverberant indoor spaces (e.g., atria of public buildings, train
station ticket halls). Talkers were either standing or seated. Noise sources
were varied but typically included speech babble, background music and
pedestrian footfalls.
• Street (STR) – On a pavement beside a busy street intersection. Locations
were selected beside major roads where there was continual traffic. In most
situations, traffic light control led to a stop-start traffic pattern. The
talkers were mostly standing but in some cases were seated on roadside
benches or in bus shelters. Major sources of noise were engine, brake and
tire noise from a variety of vehicles including cars, buses and heavy goods
vehicles.
There are two main considerations when assessing the likely impact of noise
on speech recognition performance. First, noise will energetically mask the
8

speech signal leading to uncertainty in the speech signal parameters. The degree of masking is a function of the overall signal-to-noise level and the relative
spectral shape of the sources. Second, a noise background that is rapidly varying and unpredictable (i.e., that is non-stationary) will be harder to effectively
discount. For each noise environment these effects have been considered separately.
3.1.1. Masking potential
Analysis has been performed using the 8 hours of background recordings.
Recordings from channel 6 have been used as a reference (The same channel
was used for speech signal analysis in Section 3.3). For each environment the
recordings have been divided into 1 minute segments and for each segment the
average level and the long term average spectra have been computed. Levels have been computed with a dBA weighting in order to better reflect the
perceived loudness of the environments (Fletcher and Manson, 1933). Spectra
were computed using a 16,000 sample Hann window and 1/6 octave smoothing.
The recorder is uncalibrated so the level with respect to the dB SPL scale is
unknown, but recorder settings remained fixed throughout all CHiME speech
and background recording stages so that relative levels can be meaningfully
compared.
Figure 2 (left) shows a standard Tukey box plot (Frigge et al., 1989) of
the distribution of the 1 minute segment levels, showing the median and interquartile range of the samples. The levels vary over a range of approximately
22 decibel but with most of the data concentrated in a range of 10 decibel across
environments and 5 dB within environments. The BUS stands out as being
significantly quieter than the other environments. The STR environment has
the largest spread and can produce the extreme 1 minute segments with a level
10 decibel greater than the median.
Figure 2 (right) displays the long term average spectra measurements. Variability about the mean is indicated by the background shading (1 standard
error). The lower level of BUS can again be seen, but now it is also apparent
that the BUS environment has a greater spectral tilt with more energy concentrated below 1 kHz. CAF and PED have very comparable profiles but with CAF
having more energy above 4 kHz. The similarity of CAF and PED acoustics is
not surprising as the pedestrian areas included indoor public spaces, often with
open plan café and restaurant areas. STR can be seen to have a significant
energy component below 500 Hz similar in profile to the spectrum of BUS.
3.1.2. Background stationarity
Noise that is hard to predict over the duration of an utterance is hard to
account for during recognition. To estimate the predictability of the noise for
the different environments, we consider the constraints imposed on the task that
the ASR systems have to perform. In particular, participants are only allowed 5
seconds of context prior to the utterance from which to form an estimate of the
noise. Therefore, we divide the CHiME-3 background data into segments of 20
seconds, allowing the first 5 seconds to train a noise model followed by a period
9
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Figure 2: Left: Tukey box plot of the distribution of the average dBA level of one minute
segments of background noise shown separately for each environment. Right: The long term
average spectra for each noise background. Shading shows 1 standard error about the mean.

of 15 seconds, roughly matching the length of the longest utterance. For each
segment, we train a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) from MFCCs estimated
from frames of the first 5 seconds. The MFCCs are calculated in the same way
as in the baseline system, with a window shift of 10 ms and a window length of
25 ms. We then compute the log-likelihood of all the frames with respect to the
trained model. This results in a sequence of log-likelihood values of the noise
frames over time. The average log-likelihood of the frames used for training
(i.e., the first 5 seconds) is subtracted from the sequence to obtain comparable
sequences of normalised log-likelihood values which are then averaged across
segments (roughly 300 per environment)
The number of components of the GMMs is optimised for each environment
independently using a held out set of 70 segments per environment. The optimal
number of components is selected by maximizing the average log-likelihood of all
the frames. Analysis is performed using audio from channel 1 as it was judged
to be the least affected by microphone errors (see Section 4).
The same experiment was also conducted on the background noise data
from the 1st and 2nd ‘CHiME’ challenges (Barker et al., 2013), consisting of
recordings from a distant microphone in a family home, containing noise from
televisions and radios, children playing, vacuum cleaners, and outdoors noises
from open windows.
Figure 3 shows the evolution of the average log-likelihood of the unseen
frames over time. The shading represents one standard error around the mean.
The time it takes for the likelihood to decrease provides a measure of stationarity. PED and CAF are seen to be the most stationary environments and show
no significant difference in behaviour. BUS is less stationary and similar in
behaviour to the domestic setting from CHiME 1 and 2. The statistics of the
STR environment migrate the most rapidly with likelihood decreasing rapidly
over the first 6 seconds (the average duration of a CHiME utterance) and then
plateauing. This is consistent with the nature of the STR recordings: the noise
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Figure 3: A measure of background stationarity: The log-likelihood of the background data
measured as a function of the time since observing a segment of training data. For more
stationary backgrounds the likelihood decreases more slowly.

is typically dominated by the vehicle passing closest to the talker meaning that
the noise level fluctuates over long utterance length periods.
This analysis would suggest that the pedestrian and café environments, being
the most statistically stationary (under the assumptions of the simple GMM
model) are perhaps therefore the easiest for an ASR system to handle. Some
caution is needed when making this claim. The GMM used to estimate the
likelihoods is treating frames independently with no model of sequence. It is
therefore quite limited in its ability to describe the true predictability of the
noise. For example, the street noise might be very non-stationary in the sense
that an approaching car might change the noise level considerably during the
duration of an utterance, however, this change is smooth and predictable. On
the other hand, although the ambient sound in a café might stay fairly constant
over long periods, there will often be distinct acoustic events occurring during
an utterances that were not observed in the preceding five seconds and are
therefore very hard to account for.
3.2. Characterising the recording channels
The tablet recorder employed six electret microphones each powered by a
5v battery and connected to the TASCAM via 3.5 mm to 1/4 inch jack plug
adaptors. The optimality of the channels for speech recognition is influenced
by two main factors. First, the frequency response of the channel, which can
potentially vary considerably due to the positioning of the microphone on the
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tablets and variability in the manufacture of the microphones themselves. Second, the propensity of the channel to failure. Failure can be caused by various
means. The microphones towards the corners (1, 4, 5 and 6) may be occluded
by handling; the rear facing microphone (2) is occluded when the tablet is laid
flat upon a table. Further, recording ‘in the field’ over a number of weeks puts
considerable stresses on the equipment and failures in connections can occur
leading to complete signal loss or intermittent drop outs. These failures are
more likely in the more extreme environments, e.g., BUS (vibration) and STR
(outdoors)
3.2.1. Channel frequency response
An analysis of the CHiME-3 microphone frequency responses is presented
in Vincent et al. (submitted). In brief, the frequency responses were estimated
relative to each other by averaging differences in the long term amplitude spectra
computed over all 8 hours of background noise recording. It was found that the
responses were all within a range of 4 dB over the range 100 Hz to 8 kHz. The
shape of the responses formed two clusters: top row microphones and bottom
row microphones. Channel 6 appeared to have a 3 dB gain relative to channels
4 and 5. Overall, the differences are surprisingly small and are insignificant
compared with other sources of spectral variation (e.g., talker characteristics).
3.2.2. Channel failure
Microphone failures have been characterised by measuring cross-channel correlations in the segmented training, development and test data on a per utterance basis. It is assumed that microphone failure in a channel will be independent of failure in other channels. It is also assumed that failure will effect the
time varying energy of the signal. For each utterance, a time varying energy
(TVE) signal was constructed by computing root mean squared signal energy
in successive 10 ms windows. For each microphone, the correlation of the TVE
was measured against that of the other five channels and the highest value was
recorded. The distribution of these correlation values for the forward facing
microphones was examined. It was observed that the scores are highly concentrated over 0.9. Errors were predicted to have occurred when the correlation fell
below a threshold value. Specifically, two thresholds were then defined: correlations less than 0.8 (mild error); correlations less than 0.5 (severe error). The
rear-facing microphone is naturally less correlated with the other channels and
the correlations scores are more spread, thus making errors hard to detect with
any confidence. This microphone has been excluded from the analysis of results.
Figure 4 (top-left) shows the counts of utterances classified as mild and severe
errors across each recording channel. Most errors are concentrated in channels
3, 4 and 5. The top-right panel presents errors per environment. The most ‘controlled’ environments (booth and café) are free of errors. In these environments
the talker was seated and the recording equipment could be carefully set up
for each session. The severe errors are evenly distributed across the BUS, PED
and STR environments. The bottom-left panel shows errors per speaker. Surprisingly, recording errors are not evenly spread across speakers. For example
12

the quality of the F02 recording is poorer than other training set speakers. In
general, there is a higher frequency of error in the test set – which was recorded
later – than in the training and development set. The signal drop-out errors
were largely due to poor connections in the battery units of the microphone,
and the switches on the TASCAM units, that were sensitive to vibration. The
increased errors are likely due to damage caused by vibration and general ‘wear
and tear’ that accumulated over time. In general, as seen in the bottom-right,
the frequency of channel failures is highly dependent on the recording session
(i.e., speaker/environment combination).
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Figure 4: Microphone error frequencies per channel (top-left), per environment (top-right) and
per speaker (bottom-left). The table shows how error are distributed over recording sessions.
Cells are shaded according to frequency of failure.

3.3. Characterising the CHiME-3 talkers
In total 12 US English talkers have been recorded, six male (M01 to M06)
and six female (F01 to F06). Four speakers – two male and two female – are
assigned to the training, development and test sets.
For each speaker, the speech rate, speech level and long-term average spectrum (LTAS) have been measured. For consistency with the environment analysis (Section 3.1), measurements have been made using tablet channel 6. The
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LTAS was measured on each segmented utterance and averaged. The speech
levels were measured by computing the root mean squared amplitude of the
signal after filtering to apply a dBA weighting. The analyses were performed
using the recording made in the acoustic booth in order to minimise the effect
of background noise. Speech rate is measured in syllables per second with syllable counts taken from the International Speech Lexicon (Hasegawa-Johnson
and Fleck, 2007) and sentence duration according to the utterance endpointing
provided with the data.
Figure 5 shows Tukey box plots for the distribution of utterance speech
levels (left) and speech rates (right) for each talker. It can be seen that there
is a surprising degree of variability in the speech level with the median varying
over a range of almost 10 dB across speakers but a spread of around 2 dB within
a speaker. Some of this will be due to variation in vocal effort and some due
to the average distance of the speaker to the tablet (depending partly on body
size). The spread of average speech rate is considerably less with most speakers
producing utterances at rates with 3.5 to 4.5 syllables per second. However,
speaker F05 is a clear outlier with rates ranging from 4.5 to 5.5.
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Speech rate (syllables/second)

25

Speech level (dBA)

20
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Speaker

Figure 5: Tukey box plots showing distribution of speech level in dBA (left) and of speech
rate (right) for all 12 CHiME-3 talkers.

Figure 6 compares the long term average spectra of the noise background
(left) and the four talkers in the final test set (right). The speech spectra have
different spectral tilts with, as expected, the female speakers carrying more high
frequency energy. The analysis would predict that M06 will be heavily masked
in the 1 kHz to 3 kHz region and M05 in the 3 kHz to 5 kHz region. Given that
the octave band around 2 kHz is the most important for intelligibity it might be
anticipated that speaker M06 is most affected by noise.
3.4. Characterising the speech in noise
The environment and speaker measurements, reported in the previous two
sections may be used to make approximate prior estimates of the recording session intelligibilities. For example, it might be predicted that fast, quiet speakers
14
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Figure 6: Comparison of the long term average spectra of the environments (left) and the test
set speakers (right). Shading around each line represents 1 standard error.

(and utterances) will be less easily recognised than slow, loud ones. Environments with higher overall noise level and less predictability will be more challenging. The separate speaker and environment measures can be used to estimate
average A-weighted SNR of a particular speaker in a particular environment,
etc. However, this analysis would be at best approximate as it neglects the
fact that talkers react to the environment that they are speaking in and adjust
their behaviour, for example, raising their vocal effort and adopting a Lombard
speech style when background noise levels become raised. It is this interaction
between speaker and environment that motivated using real live-recorded data
in the first place.
In order to get a more realistic characterisation of the speech recorded in situ,
it is necessary to directly analyse the noisy signals. Although this may lead to
better predictions of difficulty, it is complicated by the lack of exact knowledge
of the separate speech and background signals. Instead analysis must start from
estimates of the speech and noise component of the mixed signal arriving at the
tablet microphones. For most of the analyses in this section, these reference
signals have been estimated by exploiting the close-talking microphone channel
and using the techniques described in the baseline simulation system described
in Section 2.4.1, i.e., assuming the close-talking microphone to be clean speech
and then estimating a close-talking to tablet microphone filter in the complex
STFT domain in the least-squares sense.
3.4.1. SNR estimation
SNRs were estimated for each CHiME-3 utterance using either the estimated
speech and noise signals directly or after first applying and A-weighting filters.
The channel failure analysis of Section 4 was used to remove any utterance for
which any channel was observed to have a mild error. Then, for remaining
utterances, SNRs were averaged over all forward facing microphones.
Figure 7 (left) shows the SNR estimates averaged over speakers for each
environment. Without the A-weighting the SNRs in the BUS and STR appear
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lower than those of CAF and PED. However, when A-weighting is applied, the
SNR in BUS and STR increases and the environments become more equally
matched. This is unsurprising given the large amounts of low frequency energy
in BUS and STR. Previously it was seen that the noise level in the BUS was
typically significantly lower than that in the other environments. Further, the
level was seen to vary by around 10 dB across background noise segments. This
pattern has not translated into a similar pattern in the SNRs. This is likely to
be due to interaction between the speakers and the environments: i) speakers
raising their vocal effort when the background becomes raised (particularly in
the STR environment), ii) speakers talking in a quieter ‘confidential’ style on
the BUS where it was often quiet and other passengers were sitting in close proximity. This demonstrates the danger of making assumptions based on isolated
speech and background recordings. A second possibility, is that there can be a
considerable amount of background noise energy captured by the close-talking
microphone which breaks the assumptions of the speech and noise separation
technique. Noise contaminating the speech estimate would lead to SNRs being
systematically overestimated in noisy environments and a consequent reduction
in the estimated spread. Further study is needed to distinguish between these
two possibilities.
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Figure 7: SNR and A-weighted SNR measures per environment (left) and A-weighted SNR
per speaker-environment session (right). Errors bars indicate two standard errors.

Figure 7 (right) displays the A-weighted SNRs on a per speaker-environment
basis with error bars indicating two standard errors (error bars have the same
interpretation for all bar plots in the paper). It can be seen that there is
considerable variability (up to 10 dB) between sessions. SNRs in the test set
in general appear lower than those in the development set. This is possibly
a major cause of the poor performance seen in the test data compared to the
development data – as discussed in detail in Section 5.
3.4.2. Objective Intelligibility Measures
It is well known from human communication sciences that, when comparing across backgrounds with different properties, SNR is a poor predictor of
16

M06

the degree to which noise impacts on human ability to understand speech signals. There have been many proposed objective intelligibility measures (OIMs)
designed to perform better than SNR. Although these measures are designed
to model human hearing, many of the most successful ones are based on principles that apply equally well to machine speech recognition. For example, in
recent years, a simple algorithm known as the Short-Time Objective Intelligibility (STOI) measure has been shown to be a good predictor of intelligibility in a
wide range of applications including time-frequency weighted noisy speech (Taal
et al., 2011). The STOI measure is based on the sum of the correlation between
the envelopes of the clean speech signal and the corrupted speech measured
with 15 1/3-octave frequency bands starting at 150 Hz. More recently, using
the same frequency bands, it has been shown that a mutual information-based
measure can perform better than STOI (Taghia and Martin, 2014).
The SNR analysis was repeated using STOI and Taghia et al’s mutual
information-based measure (MI). The averages over environments and speakers are shown in Figure 8. The pattern of the averages is broadly similar to the
unweighted SNR estimates. We will return to this data in Section 5 where we
investigate correlation with machine recognition performance.
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Figure 8: Left: The STOI and MI intelligibility averaged over each utterance per environment.
Right: The STOI measure averaged over utterance in each speaker/environment recording
session. Error bars indicated two standard errors.

3.4.3. Speaker movement
CHiME-3 ASR system employs sophisticated multi-channel processing in
the front end in order to try and isolate the target speech signal from the
background.This task becomes considerably harder if the speaker is moving
rapidly or unpredictably with respect to the microphone array. As both the
speaker and the tablet may be moving in relation to the environment, the degree
of apparent speaker motion can be surprisingly large. It is also likely to be highly
speaker and environment dependent.
There is no readily available ground truth for the speaker motion, but estimates can be obtained using the SRP-PHAT pseudo-spectrum peak tracking
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algorithm that was employed in the simulation and enhancement baseline described in Section 2.4. Using this technique, speaker location was estimated
in the horizontal and vertical direction on a plane parallel to the tablet on a
grid of resolution of 1 cm at 32 ms intervals. For the direction perpendicular
to the tablet, distance could not be estimated accurately and so a single value
was estimated per utterance. From these speaker tracks two separate measurements were made per utterance: i) the average speed of speaker movement; ii)
the spread of the speaker location as presented by the trace of the two-by-two
covariance matrix computed from the sequence of 2-D position locations.
Figure 9 displays the estimated average degree of movement for each environment and each speaker. The scale indicates the speed in units of cm/s. The
spread measure has been linearly scaled to have the same mean value for presentational purposes. Considering the environments, it can be seen that motion
is greatest in the STR setting – in which the talker was often standing – and
lowest in the CAF and PED environments. The BUS condition is somewhere
in between and has a relatively high speed compared to the spread of locations.
This would be consistent with rapid vibrations caused by the motion of the bus.
Note however that some caution needs to be applied when interpreting these
results: outliers in the speaker location estimation can lead to an overestimate
of the degree of motion, and it is possible that the degree of location estimation
error is itself environment-dependent.
Variability across speakers is considerably higher than across environments
with the average speed varying by a factor of around three between the most
stationary speaker F06 and the most mobile. Speakers with the most movement
appear to be concentrated in the training set. There is unlikely to be any underlying cause for this: it illustrates the difficulty in trying to design balanced
data sets when having a small number of talkers with very different individual
characteristics. There are also considerable differences in the ratio of the two
measurement metrics across speakers, with talker F03 appearing to have significantly different behaviour than the others. The error bars (two standard errors)
show that there is also considerable within-class variability for some speakers.
In particular speaker F02 has a large spread of measurements.
4. Overview of submitted systems
The challenge attracted the participation of 26 teams from Asia, Europe and
North America, representing both academia and industry. The most successful
teams were large collaborations across research groups or across institutions
that had expertise in both signal processing and statistical modelling.
Teams either re-engineered components of the baseline or built complete,
independent systems. The best performances came from systems that employed
multiple strategies to achieve incremental performance gains at each stage of
the processing pipeline. The strategies employed are summarised in Table 5
and discussed in the sections that follow under three broad headings: target
enhancement, feature design and statistical modelling. Systems also differed
with respect to how they handled mismatch between simulated training and
18
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Figure 9: Left: Estimated degree of movement per environment averaged over all utterances.
Speed is measured in cm/sec; the spread measure has been scaled for presentation purposes.
Right: Degree of motion within each speaker/environment session. Error bars indicate two
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real test data. This aspect of the challenge is outside the scope of this paper
but is discussed in detail in Vincent et al. (submitted).
4.1. Target enhancement
In the previous two-channel CHiME challenges (Barker et al., 2013; Vincent et al., 2013a) target enhancement has been achieved using mixed strategies exploiting both spatial and spectral diversity. However, the CHiME-3 scenario, with 5-forward facing microphones, a relatively fixed speaker location
and wide, open environments lends itself strongly to multichannel beamforming approaches. All teams have paid close attention to the front-end signal
processing.
Some teams have kept the MVDR framework but made substantial enhancements over the implementation provided in the baseline. For example, Yoshioka
et al. (2015) apply a time-frequency mask when estimating the steering vector.
Heymann et al. (2015) employ a DNN to perform the necessary speech and noise
covariance estimates. Other teams have employed a conventional delay and sum
beamformer (e.g., Sivasankaran et al., 2015; Hori et al., 2015; Prudnikov et al.,
2015). Of these, several reported that the freely available BeamformIt tool developed by Anguera et al. (2007) worked very effectively. A major consideration
is the robustness of the beamforming to channel errors. The baseline system
used a simple energy level-based metric to exclude bad channels, which is not
robust to the intermittent drop that affects several of the recording sessions.
Beamformers have been combined with post-filtering stages. For example,
Barfuss et al. (2015) and Zhao et al. (2015) employ a spatial coherence post
filter; El-Desoky Mousa et al. (2015) and Yoshioka et al. (2015) employ postfiltering to reduce the effect of reverberation. Yoshioka et al. (2015) report that
dereverberation is particularly effective in the BUS environment, the only test
set recordings that took place in small, enclosed spaces.
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Purely single-channel enhancement strategies – decoupled from the beamforming – have been employed by few teams and have not shown consistent
performance improvements. Vu et al. (2015) and Baby et al. (2015) employ
non-negative matrix factorisation approaches that exploit spectral diversity of
speech and noise. Bagchi et al. (2015) employ a DNN-based denoising autoencoder and El-Desoky Mousa et al. (2015) perform feature denoising using a
bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BLSTM). Yoshioka et al. (2015) compare applying spectral masks directly to the recogniser input features and using
them to better estimate the steering vector of the MVDR beamformer and find
the latter gives far better performance. They argue that as MVDR is a linear
filter, it is less prone to producing artefacts than spectral masking.
4.2. Feature design
The baseline DNN system was trained using consecutive frames of filterbank
energies compressed using LDA. 16 of the 26 submitted systems, and all the best
performing ones, have used different features.
A few teams have attempted to achieve better noise robustness by using
auditory-like representations to augment or replace the reference Mel-filterbank.
Examples include, Ma et al. (2015) and Du et al. (2015) that use a Gammatone
filterbank that has broader filter tails and has been shown to perform well in
previous robust ASR evaluations. Four systems used amplitude modulationbased features either by applying a discrete cosine transform (DCT) on the
filterbank envelopes (Castro Martinez and Meyer, 2015); employing a 2D Gabor
filter bank (Moritz et al., 2015); or tracking amplitude modulation (AM) in
filterbands using a non-linear Teager energy operator (Hori et al., 2015).
In Fujita et al. (2015) and Zhao et al. (2015), DNN filterbank features have
been supplemented by delta and delta-delta features. Zhao et al. (2015) show
that this provides a significant improvement over using the 11 frames of filterbank features alone. It is not clear whether this is because the delta and
delta-delta effectively extend the context (i.e., being computed from features
outside the 11 frame window), or because they present the DNN with a useful
representation directly that it would otherwise have to learn. It is possible that
longer context windows are generally useful in speech-in-noise scenarios as the
additional context provides opportunities to better factor out the effect of noise.
In place of filterbank features, Tran et al. (unpublished) claim better performance using MFCC-based features, and Zhuang et al. (2015) and Sivasankaran
et al. (2015) employ perceptual linear prediction (PLP)-based features. Unfortunately, there are no experiments making a direct comparison. More typically,
where alternative features have been used they have been combined with filterbank features either at the feature-level, (e.g., Du et al., 2015) or, more
commonly, after decoding using lattice combination approaches.
In general, feature design does not emerge as a strong driver of CHiME-3
system performance. For example, Bagchi et al. (2015) report equivocal results
when supplementing system input with robust features such as PNCC (Kim and
Stern, 2012) and RASTA-PLP (Hermansky and Morgan, 1994), despite these
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same features having proved highly beneficial in the previous artificially mixed
CHiME-2 challenge.
The DNN back-end is able to afford good performance with a wide variety
of features, however, it appears that explicit techniques are required to deal
with speaker and environment variability. The simplest approach has been to
apply utterance-based feature mean and variance normalization (Zhao et al.,
2015; Fujita et al., 2015; Du et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). However, the two
most effective techniques are transforming the DNN features using feature-space
maximum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR) (Hori et al., 2015; Moritz et al.,
2015; Vu et al., 2015; Sivasankaran et al., 2015; Tran et al., unpublished) or
augmentation of the DNN features using either i-vectors, (e.g., Moritz et al.,
2015; Zhuang et al., 2015), pitch-based features (Ma et al., 2015; Wang et al.,
2015; Du et al., 2015) or bottleneck features (Tachioka et al., 2015), i.e., extracted from bottleneck layers in speaker classification DNNs. Where i-vectors
have been used they may be either per-speaker (e.g., Prudnikov et al., 2015) or
per-speaker-environment, (e.g. Ma et al., 2015). Many teams have used both
fMLLR and i-vectors/bottleneck features (Zhuang et al., 2015; Pang and Zhu,
2015; Prudnikov et al., 2015; Tachioka et al., 2015). It should be noted that all
these techniques will also be normalizing environment variation to some extent.
The importance of normalisation is clearly illustrated by the pattern of ticks
in the ‘Feature Transform’ column of Table 5. Note, although the top scoring
system (Yoshioka et al., 2015) appears exceptional in not applying an explicit
feature normalisation, it uses several neural networks and a cross-adaptation
strategy that achieves similar ends.
4.3. Statistical modelling
Nearly all top-performing systems have made significant changes to the baseline system ASR backend, either replacing the baseline language model or experimenting with different deep learning architectures for the acoustic model.
Alternatives to the baseline DNN have included convolutional neural networkss (CNNs), (e.g., Yoshioka et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015; Zhuang et al.,
2015; Ma et al., 2015; Baby et al., 2015) and forms of Long Short Time Memory (LSTM) networks, (e.g., Du et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015; Zhuang et al.,
2015; Baby et al., 2015; Misbullah and Chien, unpublished; Pang and Zhu, 2015).
Misbullah and Chien (unpublished) uniquely employ deep networks built from
alternating LSTM and feedfoward layers. The best performing system, Yoshioka et al. (2015), employ a convolutional network scheme known as ‘network
in network’ (NIN) adopted from the vision community (Lin et al., 2014). NIN
alternates convolutional layers with fully-connected feed forward layers allowing
gradual integration of local information. Yoshioka et al. (2015) demonstrated
that this approach produced 10% and 4% relative gains compared to the best
DNN and CNN, respectively. Several teams have combined multiple architectures (Yoshioka et al., 2015; Du et al., 2015; Zhuang et al., 2015). Performance
benefits of the various architectures remain unclear, however it is notable that
some of the best scoring systems including Hori et al. (2015), Sivasankaran et al.
(2015) and Moritz et al. (2015), have used the baseline DNN configuration.
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Participants have generally experimented with a range of enhancement, feature extraction and statistical modelling techniques. Many teams have then
successfully combined systems at the hypothesis level by rescoring lattices or
N-best lists to leverage the complementarity of a diverse set of approaches. For
example, the 2nd placed system, uses minimum Bayes risk decoding to rescore
an N-best list merged from four diverse approaches, reducing WER from 10.9%
(the best single approach) to 9.1%. System combination is particularly useful
given the heterogeneous set of recording environments, i.e., it is unlikely that
a single multi-channel processing approach, (e.g., MVDR; delay and sum), is
optimal across all recording sessions.
Nearly all top scoring teams have paid close attention to language modelling. Consistent gains have been made by rescoring hypotheses using either a
DNN-LM (Vu et al., 2015), LSTM-LM (El-Desoky Mousa et al., 2015) or, most
commonly, a conventional recurrent neural network language model (RNN-LM;
Mikolov et al., 2010) (Tachioka et al., 2015; Yoshioka et al., 2015; Sivasankaran
et al., 2015; Pfeifenberger et al., 2015). A few teams using RNN-LM rescoring have also increased the context of the baseline 3-gram model, replacing it
with a 4-gram (Jalalvand et al., 2015; Pang and Zhu, 2015) or 5-gram (Hori
et al., 2015). Some teams have trained the recurrent neural network language
model (RNN-LM) on carefully selected subsets of the complete WSJ training
data, (e.g., Yoshioka et al., 2015). Jalalvand et al. (2015) select training material
fitted to the transcripts produced by the first pass 3-gram decoding.
5. Characterising system performance
The performance of all 26 submitted CHiME-3 systems is presented in Table
5. All systems improved on the performance of the baseline system with most
systems more than halving the WER. The top scoring system (Yoshioka et al.,
2015) achieved a WER of 5.8%, significantly better than the 9.1% scored by
2nd placed system (Hori et al., 2015).
The table clearly illustrates that no single technique is sufficient for success. Generally, there are more ticks at the top of the table, i.e. each improved
component has led to some incremental performance boost. Likewise, systems
that have focused on one or two components have performed poorly. The most
consistent gains appear to arise from optimizing the multichannel enhancement.
However, the top systems are distinct in that they have also added feature normalization to the DNN stage and employed some form of language model rescoring. ROVER-style system combination is used by the 2nd, 3rd and 4th placed
teams, but does not seem necessary for top performance: system combination
through good engineering is perhaps preferable. The overall best system Yoshioka et al. (2015) has combined classifiers using a sophisticated cross-adaptation
approach.
For all systems, performance was considerably poorer on the final test set
than on the development data, with test set WERs typically being double those
of the development set. This is likely to be due to genuine differences in the
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Moritz et al.
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Zhao et al.
Vu et al.
Tran et al.
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Table 2: Overview of the 26 systems submitted to the CHiME-3 Challenge ranked according
to WER achieved on the test set. The table summarizes the key features of each system as
discussed under the headings target enhancement, feature design and statistical modelling
in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. Ticks indicate where the system components differ
significantly from the baseline DNN system that was provided. System performances are
shown for both the development and test set.
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Figure 10: Performance of the 26 submitted systems ordered by overall WER on the final test
set. The box plot illustrates the spread of WER over the 16 speaker/environment sessions.
The top panel shows the effect of filtering out utterances that were affected by channel failures.
The lower panel compares system performance on the development data and the final test set.
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difficulty of the final test set data arising from differences in the speaker characteristics discussed in Section 3.3 – in particular the fast speaking rate of speaker
F05 and the lower average SNRs. Some part of the difference is likely to be due
to the increased frequency of channel errors.
Most systems show a large spread of performance across recording sessions
(Figure 10). In particular, Hori et al. (2015), Sivasankaran et al. (2015), Tran
et al. (unpublished) and Heymann et al. (2015), have overall WERs in the 912% range, but have WERs of 20-30% on at least one session. It is possible
that these bad session scores are due to a lack of robustness to the microphone
errors, given that channel errors have themselves been shown to be concentrated
within sessions. To test this, the systems were rescored on the subset of signals
that showed no evidence of recording failure (Figure 10, lower panel). Filtering
out these signals improves the WERs for nearly all systems, but does not consistently explain the outlying sessions. Note, however, that for the best system
(Yoshioka et al., 2015), a large proportion of the errors appear concentrated in a
single outlying session scoring around 12% WER, which does indeed appear to
be due to channel errors. After poor signals are removed, the system performs
consistently across all sessions and overall WER falls from from 5.8% to 4.7%.
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Figure 11: The spread of system performances for each recording environment (left) and for
each test set speaker (right).

Figure 11 shows box plots of the spread of performance of the best 15 systems
averaged over each environment (left) and each test set speaker (right). The
average WERs achieved in CAF and PED are similar but with a greater spread
in system performance for CAF; WERs on BUS are generally higher and those
in STR are consistently lower with most systems operating in a narrow range of
6–8% WER. The difficulty of the BUS environment is hard to account for and
cannot be simply explained by SNR, speaker motion or recording failures. One
possible explanation is the reverberation caused by recording in a confined space
with nearby hard reflective surfaces. The ease of the STR environment is also
surprising given that it was characterised by a high degree of speaker movement
and had the least stationary background noise. Although it is notable that for
two of the four test set speakers, the estimated STR SNRs are around 3 dB
higher than the SNRs of the other environments, the performance in the STR
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Figure 12: The spread of WERs across the 15 best systems for each development and test set
session.

environment appears to be consistently high across all talkers (see Figure 12).
In order to better understand the factors influencing system performance,
correlations were computed between signal characteristics and WERs measured
on a per utterance basis across the complete 1640 utterance development and
1320 utterance test sets. The utterance WERs were either taken from the best
system, the average over the top 15 systems or the average over all systems.
The signal characteristics were taken from the analysis presented in Section 3
and included channel quality, speaker motion, SNR, intelligibility and speech
rate. Results are presented in Table 3. For the motion, SNR and intelligibility
measures, utterances that had channels marked as mild failure were filtered out
before correlations were computed.
Given the complexity of the speech recognition task, no one single signal
characteristic can be expected to strongly predict average WER, so correlations
are not high. However, with the large number of utterances analysed even small
correlations can be significant. The bold values in the table indicate where
there is evidence of correlation at the 95% confidence interval. The pattern is
complicated with different factors appearing in the development and test data
and differences between the best system and the 15-best. Lack of correlation
in the development data for the best system is likely to be a ‘ceiling effect,’
i.e. the system was achieving 0% WER for a large proportion of the utterances
regardless of small variations in the signal measures. Likewise there are stronger
correlations in the test set where there is a bigger spread across WER.
Looking at the individual characteristics: All systems are sensitive to the
effects of noise, and when looking at the average across systems it appears that
the intelligibility models STOI and MI are better predictors of performance than
SNR, with STOI consistently producing the strongest correlations. The speaker
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Table 3: Correlations between signal properties and utterance WERs for WERs reported by
the best system, averaged over the top 15 systems or averaged over all systems.

Property
Channel
Motion
Noise

Speech

Quality
Speed
Spread
SNR
SNR (A)
STOI
MI
Rate
# words

Best system
Dev
Test
−0.12
+0.01
−0.02
−0.04
−0.03
−0.05
−0.04
+0.04
+0.02

−0.14
+0.12
+0.07
−0.12
−0.06
−0.12
−0.10
−0.02
−0.14

15 best systems
Dev
Test
−0.22
+0.02
−0.01
−0.16
−0.16
−0.17
−0.15
+0.06
−0.02

−0.04
+0.03
+0.01
−0.19
−0.19
−0.25
−0.21
+0.05
−0.16

All systems
Dev
Test
−0.25
+0.04
+0.01
−0.21
−0.23
−0.23
−0.21
+0.03
−0.03

−0.04
+0.01
−0.01
−0.23
−0.24
−0.30
−0.26
+0.06
−0.16

motion characteristics, by contrast, are not strongly correlated with performance
when averaging across systems, but there is some evidence of a weak effect on the
best system. Speech rate has no consistent effect on performance. However, it
does appear that for the test set, errors are more concentrated in the utterances
with more words. This is perhaps an effect of language modelling whereby
errors early in an utterance can derail the decoding leading to further errors.
Surprisingly, this effect is not seen in the development set. Channel quality has
been quantified as the average of the correlation scores described in Section 3.2.2.
Increases in channel quality predict decreases in WER for the best system and
when averaging WER across systems for the development set. However, channel
quality does not seem to have been a driver of performance in the final test set
for typical systems.
6. Conclusions
CHiME-3 has been the first speech recognition evaluation to target a multimicrophone mobile application using speech recorded in real environments. Live
recording has allowed the full complexity of acoustic mixing and active talking
effects to be captured. However, it has meant that the evaluation task cannot be
controlled in the same manner as for a simulated task. Instead, this paper has
tried to draw conclusions by performing a post-hoc analysis of the recorded data,
and then correlating independent signal characteristics with the performance of
the submitted systems. In this way axes of difficulty can be determined.
Analysis of the data has shown there to be a lot of variability across environments, not just in terms of the background noise but also in terms of speaker
behaviour in the environment (motion and vocal effort). Good recognition performance in the face of this variability has required complex and carefully crafted
solutions. The best system has achieved a final WER of just 5.8%, representing a huge improvement over the baseline score of 33.4%. This improvement
has not been due to any one special technique but rather has been earned by
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many small incremental gains at each stage in the processing pipeline. Steps
that have been essential include: re-engineering the microphone array processing
with care taken to introduce better robustness to channel failure; introducing
techniques for normalising against speaker and environment variability, either
by introducing a normalising transform such as FMLLR, by augmenting feature vectors with speaker features (e.g., i-vectors), or both; system combination
to take advantage of multiple, complementary front-ends, features and statistical models; rescoring system output with sophisticated neural-network based
language models.
For all systems, there is a large spread in performance across speakers, environments, and across individual recording sessions. WERs for the poorest
sessions are typically two or three times the average WER. Interestingly, there
are some large differences among top systems in the ranking of session difficulty.
This is perhaps not surprising given the heterogeneous nature of the data and
the significant differences between the architectures of the systems. It suggests
that a meta-system combination across top CHiME-3 systems could produce
even lower WERs.
An attempt was made to try and ascertain which signal characteristics were
the main determinants of recognition performance. With only 16 sessions, and
a lot of variability across systems, it was not possible to find significant relations
between average session properties, however an utterance-level analysis proved
more fruitful. Several properties were considered that could be presumed to
behave roughly independently. First, there is a small correlation between WER
and estimated channel quality. Note, channel errors only affect a small fraction
of the signals and the redundancy of having 6 microphones meant that good
systems engineered around the failures. Second, there is a correlation between
WER and estimated utterance-level SNR. However, stronger correlations were
found when replacing SNR with intelligibility models such as STOI that appropriately scale frequency and amplitude when considering effects of noise on
speech. Third, somewhat surprisingly, there was no strong evidence that speaker
motion affected recognition performance. This is possibly because speakers generally remained quite stationary within an utterance and the variation in degree
across environments and speakers was quite low.
Notwithstanding the enormous engineering effort required, the very low
WERs achieved by the best system suggest that the specific CHiME-3 scenario
– six-channel tablets with a small vocabulary, read speech target – is essentially a ‘solved task’. New evaluations are now needed to further advance the
state-of-the-art. Keeping with the mobile ASR scenario, there is little scope for
decreasing the SNR or increasing the microphone distance (higher background
noise levels or longer distances to the tablet would not be realistic), instead,
future challenges in this domain could proceed along other dimensions. There
are many possible goals: increasing the complexity of the speech material, extending the set of target speakers and providing less opportunity of speaker
adaptation, reducing the number of channels to reduce the reliance on standard
multichannel processing front-ends. Alternatively, new distant microphone scenarios could be sought that provide both background noise, complex speech
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and greater microphone distances. The recent developments in home automation (e.g., the Amazon Echo and Google Home devices) provide on obvious
direction for future evaluations.
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